Feedback
We are very impressed!

• Lots of great ideas
• Thought put into the subtasks and requirements
• Painting picture of use case

• Great names and logos!
  • Please sent name and small (max dimension 200px) image to me for website
Commendable - needed for project plan

- Staged development
- Milestones
- Constraints will use for prototype
- Interface system specified
- Background information, e.g. statistics of need
- Picture, physical mockup, state diagram

**Important**

- How will you set up a space on level 3 to demonstrate
Commendable - needed for project plan

- Staged development
- Milestones
- Constraints will use for prototype
- Interface system specified
- Background information, e.g. statistics demonstrating need
- Picture, physical mock-up, state diagram
Important!

Important

- How will you set up a space on level 3 to demonstrate? Consult with Garry
- Your client can give feedback on a draft – consult with them for timing
- Get organised now – Slack, Github etc. – and include this in your plan